APPENDIX I

Recommended treatment pathway for the prevention of stroke and systemic
embolism in adult patients with non-valvular atrial fibrillation
On balance of risks and benefits, warfarin remains the anticoagulant of clinical choice for
moderate or high risk atrial fibrillation patients CHADS2 ≥ 2

CHADS2 score ≥ 2 or CHADS2
score 1 and considered high risk*

Consider aspirin

No

Yes
Has the patient been
prescribed warfarin?

No

Yes
Make efforts to improve
concordance#. If no
improvement consider
stopping therapy

No

Is the patient complying with their
warfarin therapy?
(assess at ≥ 3 months of therapy)
Yes

Continue on
warfarin

Yes

Does the patient have good INR control and
all efforts have been made to improve it?
(As determined by clinical judgement, no
extreme INR variations, or time in treatment
range (TTR) ≥ 65% where INR monitoring
software is available).

Informed discussion between clinician
and patient about the risks and benefits
of warfarin, dabigatran and rivaroxaban
for that patient. This must take into
account contraindications$, co-morbitities
& concomitant medication and
concordance#

No

Can the patient be
(re)considered for warfarin
No

Consider prescribing dabigatran or rivaroxaban in patients:
o Who are allergic to warfarin or with an absolute contraindication to warfarin? OR
o Intrinsically unstable on warfarin after an adequate trial (usually at least 3 months) despite:
- being adherent to warfarin monitoring and lifestyle requirements AND
- evidence of compliance with drug therapy AND
- attempts have been made to optimise warfarin treatment OR
o Who have had an ischaemic stroke whilst stable on warfarin? (note: other treatment
options include include increasing the INR target range or adding in antiplatelets)

*Stroke

Yes
Prescribe
warfarin

risk can also be assessed using the CHA2DS2VASc score, a score of ≥1 indicates suitability for warfarin,
dabigatran or rivaroxaban.
#Poor concordance with warfarin is not an indication for initiating dabigatran or rivaroxaban as these drugs have shorter
half lives. INR self monitoring may be an option in patients less able to access phlebotomy services
$Many contraindications to warfarin also apply to dabigatran and rivaroxaban. Specialist advice may need to be sought
before initiating warfarin contra-indicated patients on dabigatran or rivaroxaban.

